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Abstract—Over the past few years, deep Convolutional Neural Networks have shown outstanding performance on semantic segmentation, which is an essential tool needed by self-driving cars to understand their environments. However, their training relies on large datasets with pixel-level ground truth annotations, which are costly and tedious to produce on real data, making application to new situations difficult. In this context, Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA) from synthetic data is an approach of great interest since it leverages cost-free labeled synthetic datasets to help generalizing to unlabeled real ones. In this paper, we propose a new adversarial training strategy for UDA that uses additional privileged information on the synthetic domain during training to improve transfer to the real one. Our method introduces a multimodal discriminator for adversarial training, featuring a bilinear fusion between representations of segmentation and privileged information to exploit at best alignment between modalities. We evaluate our approach on real-world Cityscapes dataset, using synthetic labeled data with depth as privileged information from SYNTHIA dataset and show competitive results.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robots for last mile mobility, such as self-driving cars or delivery robots, rely on the latest success of deep Convolutional Neural Networks (ConvNets) \cite{1, 2, 3} to solve the fundamental perception step. However, ConvNets need large amounts of labeled images to be trained properly and to avoid overfitting. Even though the standard approach is to pre-train networks on a large-scale dataset, e.g., ImageNet \cite{4}, before fine-tuning them on a target dataset adapted to the addressed task, the size of this second dataset is still of practical importance. Unfortunately, having a large number of precisely annotated images can take a prohibitively long time, therefore limiting the sizes of such datasets \cite{5}.

A possible solution to this issue is to use synthetic image generation to have a virtually unlimited number of perfectly annotated examples. It would indeed solve the annotation issue, since labeling can be done along with the image generation process, without requiring human input. On the other hand, the synthetic generation is not perfect, and, in the context of images, mismatches between synthetic and real images can appear (e.g., in appearances or distribution of objects \cite{6}). Therefore, models trained on synthetic images usually generalize poorly to real-world scenarios when applied directly. Domain Adaptation \cite{7, 8} addresses this limitation, by jointly training on both kinds of data to improve transfer. In this work, we consider Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA), where only the source domain (synthetic images here) comes with annotations, while the target domain (real images here) is completely unlabeled.

UDA from synthetic data is particularly suited to semantic segmentation due to the heavy annotation cost associated with this task. Another advantage of synthetic imagery is the ease to obtain additional ground truth information, e.g., other modalities, which can be considered as privileged information \cite{9, 10, 11, 12, 13} and used to improve training through a primary Multi-Task Learning (MTL) framework \cite{14} where an additional auxiliary task is associated with each kind of privileged information.

In this paper, we adopt the scenario of adversarial UDA from synthetic images for semantic segmentation with depth as privileged information, in the context of autonomous driving. We argue that proper alignment between segmentation and depth maps should allow a better exploitation of correlations between spatial structures of both modalities. Bilinear models appear to be an interesting tool to achieve it, as they capture fine high-order correlations. We introduce BerMuDA (Bilinear Multimodal Domain Adaptation), a deep ConvNet-based UDA strategy exploring this idea. As illustrated in Figure 1, it contains a bilinear module aligning representations of multiple modalities in order to benefit the adversarial training. Our contributions are threefold: (i) we propose a new way to leverage structured privileged information such as depth maps for UDA, using a fine alignment step; (ii) we improve adversarial learning scheme with multimodal inputs by introducing a bilinear discriminator, generalizing bilinear fusion models to spatial inputs; (iii) we experimentally validate our approach on standard datasets.
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Fig. 1. Bilinear multimodal adversarial learning. On the labeled source domain, the network is trained with standard task (segmentation and depth) losses, while on the unlabeled target domain, a bilinear multimodal discriminator (detailed in Figure 2) aligns segmentation and depth predictions into a common representation of both modalities used for adversarial training.
II. RELATED WORK

a) Unsupervised Domain Adaptation: Discrepancy-based approaches align statistic distributions on the two domains by introducing a statistical criterion to minimize [15], [16], [17], [18]. Adversarial approaches concurrently train their models with domain discriminators to encourage domain confusion, by encoding both domains in indistinguishable feature spaces [19], [20], [21] or converting source data to the target domain while maintaining corresponding annotations [22], [23], [24]. Reconstruction-based approaches use data reconstruction to regularize and ensure feature invariance, with an encoder-decoder structure [25], [26] or a cyclic mapping between the two domains [27], [28].

b) UDA from synthetic to real for segmentation: Semantic segmentation is often used as the main task for UDA from synthetic to real data, as the labeling requirements are much less in this case than for standard supervised training. Autonomous driving is a hot topic in this regard, as illustrated by the release of multiple datasets of urban scenes, both real [29], [30] and synthetic [31], [32].

Hoffman et al. [33] are the first to perform domain alignment using fully convolutional networks with adversarial training to distinguish domains given features. Following works exploit different levels in the segmenter: output predictions [34], with low [35] or all [36] levels in addition. This has been extended to additionally computed features, with reconstructed images [37], intermediate representations converted with GANs [38] and entropy maps [39]. Learning label distribution to identify domains is a common tool to convert with GANs [38] and entropy maps [39]. Learning with reconstructed images [37], intermediate representations with low [35] or all [36] levels in addition.

A. Overview of the approach

We consider two image domains: the synthetic source one, \( \mathcal{D}_s \), and the real target one, \( \mathcal{D}_t \). A source example \((x_s, y^{\text{seg}}_s, y^{\text{dep}}_s)\) is composed of a synthetic image \(x_s \in \mathcal{D}_s\) with the corresponding ground truth segmentation map \(y^{\text{seg}}_s\) and depth map \(y^{\text{dep}}_s\), represented as spatial arrays of one-hot vectors of \(C\) classes and of scalar distance values respectively. On the other hand, a target domain example only contains an unlabeled real image \(x_t \in \mathcal{D}_t\). Our model is a main network \(F\) taking either a source or target image \(x\) as input and yielding both a segmentation \(z^{\text{seg}}\) and a depth map \(z^{\text{dep}}\) as output, denoted as \((z^{\text{seg}}, z^{\text{dep}}) = F(x)\) and illustrated in Figure 1. The model consists of a backbone network within the discriminator.
The discriminator \( D \) takes the output \( F(x) \) of network \( F \) as input, and makes a prediction \( \delta = D(F(x)) \) for the domain of \( x \), as is common practice in Domain Adaptation [37]. We here introduce a new kind of discriminator network \( D \), which we call bilinear multimodal discriminator, to handle the multiple modalities output by the network \( F \), as showcased in Figure 1. Its structure is further described in Section III-B. The discriminator \( D \) is learned to correctly identify the domain, through minimization of a binary cross-entropy loss \( L_{advD} \):

\[
L_{advD}(\delta, x) = -\mathbb{1}_{\{x \in \mathcal{S}_t\}} \log(\delta_{x \in \mathcal{S}_t}) - \mathbb{1}_{\{x \in \mathcal{S}_a\}} \log(\delta_{x \in \mathcal{S}_a}).
\]

At the same time, in order to obtain predictions more transferable across domains, the network \( F \) is trained to confuse the discriminator \( D \) by minimizing an adversarial binary cross-entropy loss \( L_{advF} \) on target domain examples:

\[
L_{advF}(\delta, x) = -\mathbb{1}_{\{x \in \mathcal{S}_t\}} \log(\delta_{x \in \mathcal{S}_t}).
\]

c) Full training on both domains and deployment: The full loss function \( L_F \) minimized by the network \( F \) is then the weighted sum of the supervised loss (Equation (1)) and the adversarial loss (Equation (6)),

\[
L_F = L_{seg} + \lambda_{depth}L_{depth} + \lambda_{adv}L_{advF},
\]

with \( \lambda_{adv} \) a hyper-parameter controlling the weight of the adversarial loss. The training therefore alternates between optimizing the network \( F \) (Equation (7)) and the discriminator \( D \) (Equation (5)).

When deployed, our model does not induce any overhead compared to a standard segmentation network, as the depth branch is not used. The associated auxiliary task is leveraged during training only, under the primary MTL framework [14].

#### B. Bilinear Multimodal Discriminator

The discriminator \( D \), detailed in Figure 2, is composed of a bilinear fusion and a fully convolutional classifier. The last part is commonly used alone in adversarial training, and we here add a prior merging layer to handle multimodal inputs.

This additional step takes both segmentation \( z_{seg} \) and depth \( z_{dep} \) predictions from \( F \) as inputs, and projects them onto \( f_{seg} \) and \( f_{dep} \), in a feature space of higher dimension \( d \) through two separate \( 3 \times 3 \) spatial convolutions. Using convolutions instead of pointwise mappings [56], [57] is a way to generalize to spatial inputs, and therefore to locally aggregate spatial context, which is especially useful to handle depth prediction \( z_{dep} \) composed of a single channel. We then rely on the block-diagonal fusion of [57], with \( K \) full-rank blocks, to perform the actual alignment, represented by the green core tensor in Figure 2 (note that the \( K \)-block decomposition is not shown for clarity). This decomposition allows modelling fine interactions while still controlling the number of parameters in this core tensor. At each spatial position \((w, h)\), \( f^{seg}[w, h] \) and \( f^{dep}[w, h] \) are fused into \( f[w, h] \) through the action of the core tensor, shown with red arrows in Figure 2. For this, they are uniformly divided into \( K \) chunks \( f^{seg}_k[w, h] \) and \( f^{dep}_k[w, h] \). Each pair of features is then bilinearly fused to yield a multimodal feature \( \tilde{f}_k[w, h] \):

\[
\tilde{f}_k[w, h] = (f^{seg}_k[w, h])^\top A_k (f^{dep}_k[w, h]) + b_k,
\]

with \( A_k \) and \( b_k \) the weight matrix and bias learned for chunk \( k \) in the core tensor. The final multimodal representation \( f[w, h] \) at spatial position \((w, h)\) is the concatenation of all \( K \) \( \tilde{f}_k[w, h] \). The complete multimodal map \( f \) is then fed into the fully convolutional classifier to output the prediction \( \delta \) of the domain of input image.

#### Discussion

SPIGAN [52] and DADA [53] are two related approaches, also doing UDA from synthetic images and using depth as privileged information. The first one uses depth as an additional way to regularize the training of the generator that translates images from the source domain to the target one. Privileged information is therefore not directly used to enhance the segmentation network, which should yield less transfer between tasks. On the other hand, DADA follows an idea similar to BerMuDA, but with additional features in both the main network architecture and the adversarial training procedure. Indeed, it can also be interpreted as a multimodal

Fig. 2. **Bilinear Multimodal Discriminator.** The discriminator is composed of two parts: a bilinear fusion between segmentation and depth representations, yielding a multimodal representation of both inputs, and a fully convolutional classifier to predict the domain of the input image.
Fig. 3. **Qualitative segmentation results.** Input images are presented in (a) with corresponding ground truths in (b). We show segmentation predictions by the baseline AdaptSegNet [34] in (c) and by our proposed model BerMuDA in (d). It is noticeable that BerMuDA obtains finer segmentation masks than AdaptSegNet for some practically important classes, such as the pedestrian and rider ones in these examples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Approach used in</th>
<th>Privileged information</th>
<th>Modality fusion</th>
<th>mIoU-16</th>
<th>mIoU-13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Segmentation discriminator</td>
<td>AdaptSegNet [34]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>45.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent discriminators</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>concatenation</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>45.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint concatenation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>product</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>46.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint product</td>
<td>DADA [53]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>bilinear</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>47.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint bilinear</td>
<td>BerMuDA [ours]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>bilinear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I

**Comparison of modality fusion approaches in mean Intersection over Union (%)**.

*discriminator, with the main difference lying in the fusion operation used. While DADA uses an element-wise product, which only focuses on closer objects, BerMuDA opts for a bilinear transformation. Overall, the main idea behind a bilinear multimodal discriminator is to optimize over a large family of bilinear functions applied on segmentation and depth predictions, encompassing a wide variety of relevant representations and generalizing the element-wise product.*

**IV. EXPERIMENTS**

A. **Experimental setup**

a) **Datasets:** As source domain, we use SYNTHIA dataset [31] which is composed of synthetic images annotated with pixel-wise semantic labels as well as depth maps. In particular, we adopt the split SYNTHIA-RAND-CITYSCAPES that matches the Cityscapes annotation style. For the target domain, we use Cityscapes dataset [29], without any annotation. The models are trained on the union of SYNTHIA and Cityscapes training sets with the common classes between them, and are evaluated on the 16-class and 13-class (excluding wall, fence and pole classes) subsets, reported as the ‘mIoU-16’ and ‘mIoU-13’ metrics respectively, of Cityscapes validation set.

b) **Implementation details:** As it is common practice, we adopt DeepLab-V2 [63] as the base semantic segmentation architecture, with a ResNet-101 [64] backbone model pre-trained on ImageNet [65]. The predictors for segmentation and depth estimation are two separate Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling (ASPP) modules applied in parallel on the last layer from the backbone. The discriminator is composed of a bilinear fusion block with $K = 50$ full-rank chunks in dimension $d = 200$, followed by five convolutional layers with kernel $4 \times 4$, stride 2, $\{64, 128, 256, 512, 1\}$ channels respectively, and leaky ReLU as activation function.

The main network is learned with SGD, with an initial learning rate of $2.5 \times 10^{-4}$ polynomially decayed with a factor of 0.9, a momentum of 0.9 and a weight decay of $5 \times 10^{-4}$. The loss weights are set to $\lambda_{\text{depth}} = 0.001$ and $\lambda_{\text{adv}} = 0.001$. The discriminator is trained with Adam, with $10^{-4}$ as initial learning rate for the same polynomial decay, and $(0.9, 0.99)$ for momentum. Each mini-batch contains one source image of size $1280 \times 760$px and one target image of size $1024 \times 512$px.

---

2Results obtained by running the code released by the authors of [34] at [https://github.com/wasidennis/AdaptSegNet](https://github.com/wasidennis/AdaptSegNet)
B. Results and comparison between approaches

In this work, we study several ways to leverage privileged depth information for UDA and to integrate it within a simple baseline, in order to focus on this aspect with fair comparisons. The improvement brought by BerMuDA is detailed in Table I.

The first row shows the baseline method, where no depth information is used, and the discriminator is applied on segmentation output only. This correspond to the approach used by AdaptSegNet [34]. All subsequent rows leverage depth in different ways. On the second row is a model integrating depth in a simple way, with two independent discriminators applied on segmentation and depth outputs respectively. Its results are comparable with the baseline’s ones, with a slight improvement of 0.3 points only in mIoU-13, and show that adding depth supervision does not improve transfer between domains by itself if used in a naive way. The last three rows present several variants of a joint discriminator, taking both modalities as input, with differences lying in the way to fuse them. The first version uses a simple concatenation and the second an element-wise product, similar to DADA [53]. The last one is our proposed model, with a bilinear discriminator. It yields the best performance, with improvements of 1.2 and 1.4 points in both metrics with respect to not using depth information. The other two variants of a joint discriminator have more limited improvements, indicating that the alignment step is useful to leverage depth effectively. A qualitative visualization of segmentation results is displayed in Figure 3.

It is noticeable that latest approaches, e.g., DISE [44] or BDL [50], explore both pseudo-labeling and CycleGAN-based image translation strategies, which yield great results but are also computationally heavy to train. Since they do not affect the architecture of the discriminator, they should be complementary to the use of depth as privileged information through a multimodal discriminator.

V. Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced BerMuDA to address Unsupervised Domain Adaptation in the presence of privileged information. Under an adversarial training framework, its discriminator first aligns all modalities thanks to a bilinear fusion operation. This alignment step enables the learning of the privileged modality to better transfer to the adaptation between domains. We have applied BerMuDA on semantic segmentation with depth ground truth as privileged information, on a synthetic-to-real adaptation scenario, with learning on SYNTHIA dataset and evaluation on Cityscapes dataset. In addition, results could certainly be further improved by integrating BerMuDA into more recent frameworks that should be complementary to our contributions.
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